
for training events | for communication events | for motivational events



Boots Healthcare

International’s

motivational event

based on a James

Bond theme 



...A SKILLED WORKFORCE ...INSPIRED EMPLOYEES

...MOTIVATED TEAMS

Whenever people come together in the name of business, choosing to

involve Unique Solutions will significantly improve the end result.  

When your teams have a challenge ahead, a skills gap, or simply need to

be thanked, our sharply focused and highly creative thinking develops

appropriate and unique events; from conception and design to delivery

and evaluation. 

Business simulations, skill development, or entertainment events become

highly effective investments because we design them to deliver the

strategic results you want.

Our unique approach... | rewind

“Everything we needed and more”

To kick-start a major conference, teams of Country Managers
from Boots took part in an auction to bid for their lunch.

We’re starting with the 
end result that you want...

“Unique Solutions create magic”



TEAM ACTIVITIES
BUSINESS
SIMULATIONS

SET DESIGN COACHING

PRESENTATION
SKILLS AND
PROFESSIONAL
SPEAKERS



...GROUP FACILITATION ...GRAPHIC RECORDING

...ENGAGING THE AUDIENCE

When we work with you, our team is as big as it needs it to be. 

Unique Solutions’ account managers, event designers and venue

researchers are instrumental in interpreting your business needs, while

our event managers select and coordinate set designers, coaches, audio

visual teams, facilitators and many other specialist providers. Together, 

we build experiences that work brilliantly for the attendees - and for you.

You won’t see all of this support, but you will experience it. 

…using clear, creative business thinking… | rewind

“Long-lasting change”

14 Smart cars and 14 teams in a conference room, learning
to improve performance through sharing information.

“A resounding success”

60 senior 
Swiss bankers
drumming as one

And it all happens because 
of the work that we do...



THEMING THE EVENT TO
MATCH YOUR STRATEGY

DESIGNING THE
UNIQUE SOLUTION

CREATING
OUTSTANDING
IMPACT



...WINNING YOUR CONFIDENCE

...COMMUNICATING WITH YOU

...EVALUATING THE RESULTS

But what makes our events truly memorable is how well our solutions 

match the needs of your business.  Whether it is a challenge ahead, 

a requirement to develop new skills, or the need to say ‘thanks’, 

Unique Solutions will incorporate your strategies, vision and aims - 

and fit your culture.  It makes the event more relevant and more 

effective and it’s how events should be designed.

…delivers the end result that you want | forward

“The best ever event”

And the first job of all - clear 
andcreativebusiness thinking...

“An outstanding solution”



Highly creative, unique

events for businesses of all

sizes to meet the challenges

of training, communication

and motivation.

+44 (0)1629 691 691
info@uniquesolutions.co.uk

www.uniquesolutions.co.uk

Garner Place

Holt Lane

Matlock

Derbyshire

DE4 3LY

United Kingdom


